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EMECO MANAGING INFLATION AND SUPPLY CHAIN RISK
The business model Emeco has developed positions us well to absorb cost inflation and manage
supply chain risk to outperform our competitors
We do this by the following:
1.

We have the ability to procure low-cost midlife asset cores. Asset cores are equipment that require major rebuilds to return them to operational capability
(OEM level capability is required to perform these rebuilds). The Emeco group has this capability internally through our Force Workshops and expertise.
As this in-house capability is rare, demand for these cores is low and we are able to buy them cost effectively for minimal capital outlay

2.

The Force business rebuilds midlife asset cores both for retail customers and Emeco’s open pit and underground rental businesses. This removes our
reliance on procuring new or low-hour equipment with long lead times and inflation heavily impacting availability and price

3.

Force has the ability to extend the life of our existing open cut and underground rental assets. Extending existing assets is the most cost effective and
capital efficient strategy to sustain earnings

4.

Force rebuilds the majority of our components. This provides us a cost advantage, protects us from component price increases and crucially provides
reliability of supply of key components that keep our fleet working

5.

We have the asset management, planning, component monitoring and maintenance capability and resources to run midlife assets cost effectively at
customer project sites

6.

We have a large skilled workforce and we work hard to ensure these valuable resources are applied efficiently. We invest heavily in our workforce to both
attract and retain quality people

The above capabilities provide a buffer to inflationary cost pressures and provides us a strategic and cost advantage
versus our competitors
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1. PROCURE MIDLIFE ASSET CORES - MINIMAL CAPITAL OUTLAY
& CREATES OPTIONALITY
Strategic procurement of midlife asset cores enables us to have capacity available to both replenish
and grow our fleet, and provides us optionality with minimal capital outlay
 Emeco is constantly scanning the second-hand market

Core D11T Dozer when purchased

» We seek both surface and underground mining equipment
cores that fit our target fleet configuration
 The upfront cost of used equipment cores ranges between 3% and
15% of the price of new assets
» This enables us to hold capacity at very little capital outlay
 Cost effective purchase of used equipment cores provides the
flexibility to rebuild as and when required. We can:
» rebuild these cores to replenish the fleet;
» increase rebuild activity to provide growth assets; or
» if we wish to preserve capex, we can hold these cores for
future rebuild
 This process allows the workshops to rebuild as a production line or
pivot to support retail customers
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2. FORCE ABILITY TO REBUILD MIDLIFE ASSET CORES
Force rebuild capability provides Emeco with a strategic and cost advantage versus our competitors
 The Force business rebuilds equipment, both for retail customers and Emeco’s
open cut and underground rental businesses, at OEM standards

Force Rebuilt D11T Dozer

 Having the ability to both rebuild equipment cores and extend the life of existing
rental equipment provides Emeco a cost and quality strategic advantage vs our
competitors
 The Force rebuild capability enables Emeco to procure equipment cores. This
provides the following benefits:
» Minimal capital outlay to hold capacity
» Optionality around timing of investment in rebuild of cores
» Cost advantage vs our competitors
» Protection against inflation and availability of new and low-hour
equipment (which Emeco formerly relied upon and our competitors
remain exposed to)
 During FY22, Force rebuilt 30 midlife asset cores, as part of Emeco’s asset
replacement program, and extended lives of 12 assets in its rental fleet,
achieving:
» Upfront capital cost at a ~60% discount to new equipment
» ~18% discount in capital cost per hour over equipment life
» A forecast average IRR of 25% over the rental life on the assets
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CASE STUDIES – PROCURE MIDLIFE CORES AND REBUILD THEM
Emeco has demonstrated the value of this process through multiple purchases over the last two years
The following examples demonstrate Emeco Group creating value
through our disciplined approach to planning and executing on
procurement and rebuild of midlife asset cores:

BEFORE
BEFORE
Core Simba
Production Drill
Core Simba Production Drill

Underground package of equipment cores, out of QLD
»

Acquired asset cores at 85% discount* to price of
equivalent new asset

»

Rebuilt and put to work by Pit N Portal

»

Forecast IRR of 25%

12x dozer cores, out of Canada
»

Acquired asset cores at 85% discount* to price of
equivalent new asset

»

Rebuilt by Force and put to work by Emeco

»

Forecast IRR of 20%

AFTER
Rebuilt Simba Production Drill

15x haul trucks, out of WA
»

Acquired asset cores at 97% discount* to price of
equivalent new asset

»

Purchased May 2022

»

Forecast IRR of 20%

* Prior to the costs of rebuild
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3. EXTEND THE LIFE OF EXISTING RENTAL ASSETS
The most cost effective and capital efficient strategy to sustain earnings
 Emeco’s midlife asset business model leverages our Force workshops
and reduces the capital intensity of our fleet
 To fully leverage the midlife model, Emeco aims to maximise the
economic life of equipment
 This involves extending the life of equipment through a rebuild program,
utilising the Force workshops
 In FY23, Emeco is targeting to rebuild ~20 trucks through Force in Perth
and Mackay
 By rebuilding our existing fleet and extending life, Emeco:
» Reduces exposure to asset scarcity
» Keeps capital value of machines low
» Minimises capital intensity per hour
 Life extension provides:
» 30% reduction in upfront capital compared to second-hand
equipment
» 19% reduction in capital cost per hour over remaining life of
equipment
» An average IRR of 28% on these assets through their rental life
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4. REBUILDING OUR OWN COMPONENTS
Providing a cost advantage, protecting from component price increases, and crucially providing reliability of
supply of key components that keep our fleet working
 Emeco have a large fleet of predominately (85%) Caterpillar
equipment
 Emeco's fleet composition makes it efficient for Emeco to rebuild
our own components through specialised component workshops
in Perth and Mackay
 The long-term planning function within the asset management
team provides workshops with a 6-month plan, providing suppliers
with long-lead times and thereby negating supply chain risks
 The highly predictable and planned process of component rebuilds
allows labour to be scheduled and utilised efficiently
 Force component shops allow us to rebuild a greater amount of
components from our capital dollar vs. purchasing from the OEM
 Force currently supplies 65% of Emeco’s component demand that
is aligned with Force's capability, and is expected to grow to
over 70% in FY23
 Supply constraints are expected to continue into FY23 and
Emeco's component rebuild program is central to mitigating risk of
supply on major components
» Critical inventory held in-house rather than relying on
OEMs
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5. ASSET MANAGEMENT PLANNING, CAPEX MANAGEMENT &
BUSINESS IMPROVEMENT
Data driven approach to asset management is the cornerstone to informed decision making, business
improvement and executing the strategy
 Emeco has developed a best-in-class Asset Management Hub that supports commercial decision making,
reliability and lifecycle delivery
»

Providing oversight on all capital spend, ensuring capital investment is measured, controlled, and corporate hurdles are met

 The asset management team captures and use all available and relevant data to monitor fleet health and
performance, identifying areas of risk and monitor any actions and controls put in place to mitigate
 Emeco’s technology and innovation gets the most from all equipment, both in production and performance
»

EOS supports our customers to manage to production targets in real-time, allowing informed decisions, higher
productivity and cost management across operations

»

EOS allows our technical experts to monitor in real-time asset health information to manage fleet reliability and performance

 Maintenance is completed to a plan, running one week out to five years and includes, major component
changeouts, equipment replacements, and midlife rebuilds
»

This ensures capital is controlled, planned, and highly predictable

 Emeco’s measure-to-manage culture is part of our DNA
»

All functions across the business have performance KPI's that are monitored, with dedicated resources and initiatives in
place to drive performance improvements

 The asset team’s analytical oversight is a powerful cost control tool and provides additional buffer to
inflationary pressures
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6. EMECO IS AN EMPLOYER OF CHOICE FOR THE INDUSTRY’S
BEST PEOPLE
Attracting and retaining quality people, by providing training and career paths, translates into our customers
consistently receiving a quality result
Our EMECO Culture
 John Worsfold leads our People and Culture function
 He is our champion for Project Align, a group wide initiative to embed our values and nurture our culture
 He has brought our Emeco brand to life in the various communicates where we operate, engaging junior sport in particular
Our 1,300 workforce brings breadth and depth of expertise
» This enables our business model to consistently deliver each year
» We are continually seeking opportunities for improvement
Deep Dive into our unrivalled maintenance capabilities
 Emeco delivers its fully maintained fleet offering via the extensive expertise of our field
maintenance technicians, who use their diagnostic expertise to respond to breakdowns
and keep equipment running
 We attract people highly skilled at their craft, then through the scope of our operations,
provide them unique opportunities to continue to develop their craft
 In FY22 Emeco grew its trade-based employees by 13%, despite a very tough labour
market
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EMECO CREATING VALUE AND MANAGING INFLATION AND
SUPPLY CHAIN RISK
So what does that mean – creating value for customers and shareholders
 Emeco has capability to purchase midlife equipment cores with low
upfront capital to hold for rebuild when market demand or fleet
replenishment is required

 Emeco has developed a sustainable position as the lowest cost
provider of midlife open cut and underground mining equipment
» The fleet is consistently outperforming industry
cost benchmarks
 Emeco has a unique position in the current inflationary
environment

»

Ability to flex fleet to meet growth demands, without lumpy
capex

Aus. Benchmark performance range

Maintenance cost ($/hour)

 With exceptional long-term planning and midlife sourcing /
rebuilds, Emeco can replenish and grow the fleet
without significant capital fluctuations

This provides predictable sustaining capex

789C Life
Cycle
Emeco
vs Industry
Emeco
Life Cost
Cycle1–Costs
compared
to industry

» We have a cost advantage structurally ingrained within
the business
 Through midlife assets Force equipment & component rebuilds,
field service and on-site maintenance, Emeco can offer
customers the most cost effective full service rental solution

»

Emeco
Performance

 This strategy positions Emeco to continue to offer customers the
lowest cost reliable rental equipment whilst sustaining margins

Emeco performance1
Aus. Benchmark performance range1

Source: Emeco Fleet Data, Quartile One

Asset Age (thousand hours)

Overall result is industry leading margins, cost effective solutions for customers as we pass on our
low cost position, whilst providing strong consistent cash flow generation
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FY22 Guidance Update

FY22
HIGHLIGHTS
GUIDANCE
AND
UPDATE
OUTLOOK
FY22 Operating EBITDA is expected to be at the bottom end of our guidance range of $250m to $260m
Operating EBITDA
 We expect to deliver Operating EBITDA growth relative to both 1H22 and FY21
 The team has achieved this despite the various challenges facing the sector, including tight labour markets, COVID uncertainties and wet
weather
 We are seeing strong demand for our equipment and services and, as these external factors abate, we expect this to drive improvements in
operating utilisation, setting the business up for earnings growth from the existing fleet in FY23
Cash Flows and Balance Sheet
 Expect to maintain net leverage ratio (net debt / EBITDA) at our
target of 1x
 Sustaining capex will be toward the upper end of the guidance
range previously provided of $140m to $150m, with successful
execution against Emeco’s asset replacement program
 $18.5m returned to shareholders in 2H22:
» $11.1m under the Emeco Capital Management Policy
» $7.4m under the additional on-market buyback facility
(as at 14 June 2022)
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Thank you
emecogroup.com

